Deuteronomy 12:31 You must not worship YHVH your God in their way, because in worshiping their gods, they do all kinds of detestable things YHVH hates. But wait! This is EXACTLY what we have done! We do nothing YHVH said to do, instead we "say" we are worshipping YHVH while worshipping in the exact same way as they did in Babylon, then Egypt, then Rome, now the USA. We just “say” we are worshipping “god” (we do not even address Him by His Holy Name YHVH) without even identifying exactly “which one” we serve.

So while YHVH gave us specific direction and instruction on “how to worship” Him in His Torah and even went so far as to forbid us from worshipping in the style of Babylonian pagan ritual, we outright have declared YHVH’s instruction abolished and keep Babylon’s rituals and even call upon the name of Ba’al... The LORD Protesting Catholics (Protestants) protest the authority of The Pope yet they obey his every word concerning The Sabbath vs. Sunday, Passover vs. Easter, and Christmas vs. the Feasts of YHVH. All of Christianity has abolished the Laws of YHVH in favor of the edicts of the High Priest of The Dragon who is Dagon... The Pope of Rome

"Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it." Matt 7:13

"Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven." Matt 7:21 Many will say to Me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your name?' And then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!' Matt 7:22-23

The Bible defines a Sign, a Seal, and Salvation by sacrifice

The Sign is The Sabbath.

The Seal is the knowledge that YHVH is ONE God, the single greatest commandment known as The Shema.

The sacrifice for salvation is through The Passover Lamb of God named Yahshua.

Christianity robs us of the sign, the seal, and the deliverance of YHVH and our salvation teaching us a lie:

The Sign is Sungod Day.

The Seal is the believe in The Babylonian Trinity.

The sacrifice for salvation is through the Easter Pig of Ishtar named Jesus.

In the Vatican, one can view an original Pagan relief depicting MITHRAS with the words CHRESTOS MITHRAS, meaning "good Mithras". Mithraism was the main Pagan religion of ancient Rome, and became blended with the Messiah of Israel through the compromises of the Nicaean Council, headed by Constantine and his son Crispus (325 - 326 CE).

Through Christianity, we have elevated Tammuz (under his pagan names Hesus Horus Krishna which evolved into Jesus H. Christ) and the unholy Trinity of I.H.S. (Isis/Horus/Seb the pagan god names of Semiramis/Nimrod/Tammuz) in our hearts as God above YHVH.

It is this false religion that causes us to “transgress” the ordained times, Sabbaths, and law of YHVH, that per Isaiah 24:1-6, which leads to our own spiritual and physical destruction.
Mithraism was called "The Cult of Sol Invictus"

The word Lord means “Ba’al” in Hebrew; the plural is Ba’alim. In general, Ba’al was a fertility god who was believed to enable the earth to produce crops and people to produce children. Different regions worshiped Ba’al in different ways, and proved to be a highly adaptable god. Various locales emphasized one or another of his attributes and developed special “denominations” of Ba’alism, this is Idolatry.

Constantine held the title “Pontifex Maximus” which literally means “High Priest” of the sun god Zeus/Apollo (Greek incarnations of Nimrod/Tammuz). He was the High Priest of his god Apollo also known as Mithra the sungod. Apollo and Mithra are just other name for Nimrod/Tammuz that evolved out of ancient Babylon as the languages were confused at the Tower of Babel.

This religion created by Constantine was nothing new, it was the exact same religious system dating back to Babylon and the same religion Constantine worshipped before and until his death... sun worship. Constantine was a follower of Christos Mithra whose followers were known as Christians. It was identical in every way to worship of the stars (Sun/Moon/Planets) that originated in Babylon.

Constantine just renamed Tammuz/Apollo/Mithra to “Jesus”.

His coins remained inscribed with “dedicated to the Invincible Sun” until his death.

It is no surprise Constantine while bowing to the sun saw the Cross of Tammuz... that was his religion.

St. Augustine of Hippo (354 - 430 CE) wrote: "This, in our day, is the Christian religion, not as having been unknown in former times, but as having recently received that name."

Make no mistake, the religion of Christianity was not authored by the Jewish Messiah Yahshua as it has no relationship to the Hebrew Faith held by Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Joshua, David, Solomon, Yahshua, even the Apostle Paul, or any of the disciples or apostles or early church in Jerusalem. In fact, Constantine’s religion of Christianity is a carbon copy of The Mystery Religion of Babylon... sun worship

From Constantine’s point of view, there were several factions that needed satisfying, and he set out to develop an all-embracing religion during a period of irreverent confusion. In an age of crass ignorance, with nine-tenths of the peoples of Europe illiterate, stabilizing religious splinter groups was only one of Constantine’s problems. The smooth generalization, which so many historians are content to repeat, that Constantine "embraced the Christian religion" and subsequently granted "official toleration", is "contrary to historical fact" and should be erased from our literature forever... (Catholic Encyclopedia, Peccid., vol. iii, p.299, passim).

So our contention that Constantine embraced the Jewish Messiah is not true and should be totally erased from our minds. Simply put, there was no Christian religion at Constantine’s time, and the Church acknowledges that the tale of his "conversion" and "baptism" are "entirely legendary" and never happened at all. (Catholic Encyclopedia, Farley ed., vol. xiv, pp. 370-1)

He made the changes and then enforced the conversion by threat of death.

When he conquered the East in 324 he sent his Spanish religious adviser, Osius of Córdoba, to Alexandria with letters to several pagan bishops exhorting them to make peace among themselves. The mission failed and Constantine, probably at the suggestion of Osius, then issued a decree commanding all pagan presbyters (pagan priests) and their subordinates "be mounted on asses, mules and horses belonging to the public, and (forced to) travel to the city of Nicaea" in the Roman province of Bithynia in Asia Minor.
After these pagan priests were commanded to "mount asses and come to Nicaea" they were instructed to bring with them the testimonies they orated to the rabble (uneducated pagan masses), "bound in leather" for protection during the long journey, and surrender them to Constantine upon arrival in Nicaea (The Catholic Dictionary, Addis and Arnold, 1917, "Council of Nicaea" entry). Their writings totaled "in all, two thousand two hundred and thirty-one scrolls and legendary tales of gods and saviours, together with a record of the doctrines orated by them" (Life of Constantine, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 73; N&PNF, op. cit., vol. i, p. 518). Of course, we don’t have them now to compare to YHVH’s Truth, these pagan writing which were the foundation of Christianity were carefully and totally destroyed after the Council of Nicaea... for obvious reasons.

Now the “foundation of Christianity” and how this massive lie started begins to come into focus. It was created at the Council of Nicaea founded not on The Torah and Messiah but rather “two thousand two hundred and thirty-one scrolls and legendary tales of literally hundreds of gods and saviors and pagan doctrines”. This is what Constantine set out to standardize into one generic neutral religion that they all could agree upon! A syncretic religion was born!

That resulting religion was named “Christianity” and the god of this new religion was named Hesus Horus Krishna later to be known in English as... Jesus (Hesus) H. (Horus) Christ (Krishna). This is historical fact.

Up until the First Council of Nicaea, the Roman aristocracy primarily worshipped two Greek gods-Apollo and Zeus-but the great bulk of common people idolized either Julius Caesar or Mithras (the Romanized version of the Persian deity Mithra who was an incarnation of the Babylonian Tammuz). Caesar was deified by the Roman Senate after his death (15 March 44 BC) and subsequently venerated as "the Divine Julius" (very close to the name “Jesus”).

The word "Saviour" was affixed to his name, its literal meaning being "one who sows the seed", i.e., he was a phallic god. Julius Caesar (the initials JC same as Jesus Christ) was hailed as "God made manifest and universal Saviour of human life", and his successor Augustus was called the "ancestral God and Saviour of the whole human race" (Man and his Gods, Homer Smith, Little, Brown & Co.,Boston, 1952). So Julius was known as “Julius Christos” making it very easy for his followers to accept the new god “Jesus Christ”.

The Divine Julius as Roman Savior and "Father of the Empire" was considered "God" among the Roman uneducated pagan population for more than 300 years. He was the deity in some Western pagan priestly texts, but was not recognized in Eastern or Oriental writings. So Constantine was forced to include the Eastern realm god Krishna.

Constantine had a political problem that required a religious solution. He had to come up with a “god” that those who worshipped Julius would accept that would be acceptable to the factions in the Eastern and Orient who worshipped Krishna. All of these gods (Jove, Jupiter, Salenus, Baal, Thor, Gade, Apollo, Juno, Aries, Taurus, Minerva, Rhets, Mithra, Theo, Fragapatti, Alys, Durga, Indra, Neptune, Vulkan, Kriste, Agni, Croesus, Pelides, Huit, Hermes, Thulis, Tammus, Egyptus, Iao, Aph, Saturn, Gitchens, Minos, Maximo, Hecla and Phernes and many more) were narrowed down from literally hundreds down to 53 then after much debate down to only 5 through balloting: Caesar, Krishna, Mithra, Horus and Zeus (Historia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius, c. 325) then after much debate down to only 5 through balloting: Caesar, Krishna, Mithra, Horus and Zeus (Historia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius, c. 325).

To make a very long and detailed story short, the council could not come to a decision on just one god they all could accept, so Constantine exercised his authority as Emperor and High Priest to consolidate the 3 primary gods
that would effectively represent the Greek masses and the Eastern and the Oriental religions of the Roman Empire.

Every one of these so called “gods” are nothing more than later incarnations of the Babylonian Religion whose saviour was Tammuz the second member of the Trinity and son of “God”. Then names simply changed at the tower of Babel. So, Constantine chose the following “gods” to unite his empire:

- To placate the powerful British factions he chose the great Druid god which was the sun god Hesus (an incarnation of Nimrod/Tammuz),
- To placate the faction from Egypt he chose the Assyrian sun god Horus (an incarnation of Nimrod/Tammuz).
- To placate the Eastern/Oriental factions he chose the Eastern Saviour - god, Krishna (Krishna is Sanskrit for Christ) (an incarnation of Nimrod/Tammuz).

These three main sun god / saviours were then united into one composite deity called Hesus Horus Krishna which later became known in its English derived name as Jesus H. Christ.

Satisfying the “Julius”, Esu, Horus, and Krishna faithful who made up the vast majority of his empire, Constantine now had a “god” for his new religion which was not new at all but the rebirth of Babylonian sun worship. A “god” easily acceptable by all throughout his realm (except true followers of Yahshua whom he simply had killed in the inquisition)

The word “Krishna” is Sanskrit for Christ and over time the word evolved from Krishna to Krischto to Chresto to Christ. It means “the anointed one” and the meaning is very different from the Hebrew word “messiah”.

Paintings even began to emerge of this triple figured “god” named Jesus with the sun over his head, it was the new Sungod to be worshipped on Sungod Day called to this day Sunday

This “new Greek pagan god” was given the acronym “I.H.S” and represented with the “cross of Tammuz” that depicts the 4 equal points of the ecliptic or “equinoxes” of The Zodiac. The same religion of sun worship founded in Babylon. the “Cross of Tammuz” the acronym IHS (Isis, Horus, Seb) and a yellow sun behind the heads of the newly renamed versions of Semiramis and Tammuz now called Mary and Joseph

With the “new god” firmly in place now depicted as “crucified on the cross of Tammuz” in opposition to the Bible which clearly states he was “impaled on a stake”, the only items on the agenda of the Council of Nicaea was to now bring in all the pagan religious festivals associated with sun worship. Name these pagan rituals after the new “Chrestos” (X-mas, Good Friday, Easter, Sunday, Valentine’s Day, Halloween, etc.) and rename all the pagan idols to their new names where they remain today in The Vatican. Then, of course, change the capital city from Jerusalem to Rome.

After all, ROME had already executed The Messiah in pagan sacrificial ritual to Baal. Rome had already sacked Jerusalem and destroyed The Temple of YHVH.

The Roman Empire had already made their statement crystal clear; it hated every aspect of the Hebrew Faith and the Hebrew God. The only thing left at this point was to “change the times and Laws of YHVH” and kill all the remaining Sabbath keeping sons of God. This was attempted by the Inquisition.

Satan’s hands were all over it all.
The name of the Jewish Messiah in The Hebrew Bible uses יְהוָ֥ה (then later the for יְהוָ֥ה) form Yeshua the English literal translation of Joshua, which means "Yah (weh) is Salvation (shua)". "Yah" being the short poetic form of Yahweh and “shua” being Hebrew for salvation; combined into a contracted name Yahshua. This is the name given to Joseph and Mary to name their child for “YAHweh shall Shua ( save ) His (own) people from their sin” through a final Passover sacrifice.

This name יְהוָ֥ה was properly translated into English in the Book of Joshua as “Joshua”. Joshua the son of Nun succeeded Moses and “led the children of Israel into the promised land” a messianic foreshadowing of the coming Messiah in deed and in name. Yahshua would lead the “children of YHVH” out of slavery to sin and into the Promised Land of eternal life.

Why then, did the scribes “transliterate” (transliterate means not a literal translation) the name of the Messiah in the NT not keeping true to the English translation “Joshua” like they did in the OT? They instead, and intentionally, misinterpret it into “Jesus” in the New Testament יֵחָ֖זֶק translated the name which isn’t even a name in Hebrew and in no way at all implies or has the name Yahweh in it! “Jesus” fails a MAJOR test by failing to fulfill the prophecy that he would come in Yahweh’s name. So in name only, “Jesus” is a false messiah.

The translators obviously know the proper word in English was “Joshua” not “Jesus”, they had transcribed it correctly in the so-called “Old” Hebrew scriptures. They also are well aware the Messiah was a Jewish Rabbi with a Jewish name not a Greek name with Greek conventions that give glory to a Greek “god”. What is most important about the name of the Messiah is that the “intent” of the name remains intact as we go from Hebrew to any other language and in our case especially English.

The “intent” of what the name “means” should remain in any language not just a literal attempt at translating each letter into a letter in another language. That was the very reason he was named Yahshua to begin with, because that name embodies the intent of YHVH to save His people. It was this way of translating the name of the Messiah, translating each letter and ignoring the intent of the name, that Satan was able to manipulate humanity as we will soon see.

It was, after all, the “intent” behind why the Messiah was named that was important found in both the Prophets and when the Angel brought the “meaning of the name” in Hebrew to Joseph and Mary. We should be obedient to that intent in any language and then look to Hebrew for the meaning of the name of the Messiah not derive the name of our Messiah by Greek and Latin transliterations. That “intent” of the Messiah’s name was to make a very clear statement... “ Yahweh is our savior “. This truth is well established in His Word. The Messiah himself never intended to take glory away from YHVH. Yahshua instructed us to pray to YHVH and give Glory to His Holy Name.

The requirement to call the Messiah by the intent of his name in that he “came in the name of YHVH” as “the salvation of YHVH” or “Yahshua” is clear. Remember there is only 1 name under Heaven that paves “the way” to salvation through YHVH. This is why those who come to Yahshua at the time of judgment calling him another name are rejected. These people are confused because they “thought” they knew him calling him “Jesus” only to be rejected by him for not knowing his name and not keeping the Law of YHVH and proclaiming the name Yahshua acknowledging that he “came IN THE NAME of YHVH”. There is absolutely no chance you can get the name YHVH out of “Jesus” but rather that name like all pagan Greeks give glory to Zeus. This is something Christianity simply cannot admit.

This truth concerning the meaning of the name of the Messiah and the name of God is a matter of salvation. As we read in Joel it is ONLY those who “call on the name of Yahweh” shall be saved. Uttering the name Yahshua
does just that, calls out Yahweh IS salvation literally. The name “Jesus” means nothing in Hebrew but is full of pagan intent and meaning.

Joel 2:32 “ And it will come about that whoever calls on the name of Yahweh Will be saved :” The name “Yahshua” literally says “Yahweh will save” or YAH(weh)(ye)SHUA. So the scripture above could legally read in Hebrew replacing “Yahweh will be saved” with the Hebrew compound structure of Yahweh Yeshua or Yahshua. “ And it will come about that whoever calls on the name of YAHweh shall be “ SHUA ” saved :”

This all important declaration that Yahweh is our salvation is expressed by the name Yahshua as a compound name comprised of two names : Yahweh and Yeshua. Both Yahweh and Yeshua are names in Hebrew that are combined into one name per the instructions of the Angel to Joseph and Mary. Matthew 1:21 She will give birth to a son, and you are to give him the name Yahshua, because he ( Ye ) will save (Shua... combined Yeshua) his (Yahweh’s) people from their sins."

Read this carefully; name the Messiah a name BECAUSE YHVH will save His people from their sin through this child who is the Messiah. This is why The Messiah is given that specific meaningful compound name Yah(weh)(ye)Shua.

The name Yahshua clearly and accurately identifies the TRUE SAVIOR which is Yahweh and completely fulfills prophecy that the Messiah comes in the name of God. Yahshua is the sacrifice (Passover Lamb) to the ONE true God of salvation who is Yahweh (YHVH). In that way, as Passover Lamb, Yahshua saves Yahweh’s people by being the substitute for their sin against Yahweh.

We must keep our “eyes of understanding” open when dealing with the all important name of the Messiah. After all, there is only one name under heaven by which salvation is found in covenant and “Jesus” is not that name in any language. Because mankind was either too literal in the case of the translators or too careless in the case of the English speaking people today we have a completely different name and meaning in “Jesus” not intended by the name given to the Messiah.

What needs to be clearly understood is that in The Bible and in the Hebrew tradition (one in the same by the way) people were given names with meaning. This is extremely important. Two names or words would be combined into a “compound name” that was very descriptive in its meaning and intent.

In my opinion this was not only an abomination but a satanic scheme to hide the name of the Creator and change the name of the Messiah by uninspired translators and simply carried forward by tradition to this day by uninspired pastors, preachers, and teachers.

You will find it interesting when looking at the etymology of the name Shua it is based on the verb “yasha” which means “ be saved ”. Yet another form is verb “shuah” which means “ to bow down, be humbled, be brought low, put in a pit ” in the sense of “ the grave ”. When you actually understand the name Yahshua it literally indicates “Yahweh’s salvation” in the sense of the Messiah being “laid low, humbled, and put in the grave”.

“Jesus” means absolutely nothing in Hebrew. It is not even a name in Hebrew nor does it even translate back into Hebrew. At best it is a mis-translated name by uninspired translators. At worse it is the name of a pagan god worshipped by Rome who translated the name from Hebrew to Latin as Iesous.

Let me list just a few of the names in The Bible to demonstrate this naming convention used by God of taking two words and combining them to express a thought that gives Glory to Yahweh (YHVH). These are actual names of the mighty men of God in The Bible whose names have been “Hellenized” which means “ Latinized by the spread of Greek culture ” by uninspired translators to hide their Hebrew roots. The names in our English Bibles are
meaningless removing the “compound” name structures found in Hebrew as well as the very meaning of their names which give Glory to Yahweh:

- Joshua – should be Yahshua meaning “Yahweh is Salvation”
- Samuel – should be Shemuyl meaning “Heard of Yahweh”
- Daniel – should be Daniy meaning “Yahweh is my judge”
- Elijah – should be Eliyahu meaning “my God is Yahweh”
- Isaiah – should be Yesha’Yahu meaning “Yahweh is salvation”
- Hosea – should be Hosheya meaning “Yahweh saves”
- Joel – should be Yahyl meaning “Yahweh is our strength”
- Amos – should be Amosyah meaning “Corroborated by Yahweh”
- Obadiah – should be Obeadyah meaning “Worshipper of Yahweh”
- Jonah – should be Yahnaah meaning “Ornament of Yahweh”
- Micah – should be Micahyah meaning “Who is like Yahweh”
- Nahum – should be Nachumyah meaning “Consolation of Yahweh”
- Zephaniah – should be Zephanyah meaning “Protected by Yahweh”
- Haggai – should be Chagyah meaning “Feast of Yahweh”
- Zechariah – should be Zecharyah meaning “Remembrance of Yahweh”
- Malachi – should be Malakyah meaning “Messenger of Yahweh”
- Matthew – should be Mattithyah meaning “Gift of Yahweh”
- John – should be Yahchanan meaning “Yahweh is merciful”
- Paul – should be Sha’ul meaning “humbled by Yahweh”
- Jesus – should be Yahshua meaning “Yahweh is salvation”

Jesus, however, differs from all of the names in the list above because it should have at least been Joshua even in English not Jesus. With Jesus the glory was literally transferred to Zeus. The only name in the entire Bible where the translators literally deviated from every norm and standard.

Greek naming conventions give glory to Zeus. It should be noted at this point that the Greeks had a similar naming convention. They ended names and cities using “sous/sus/us” after their own god Zeus. Take for example the name of Julius Caesar “Gaius Julius” or the name of the Roman Emperor Constantine who literally created Christianity “Flavius Valerius Aurelius Constantinus Augustus”. The suffix “us” was added to Greek and Roman names to give glory to Zeus where Yah was added to Hebrew names to give glory to Yahweh. Jesus is just such a Greek name.

This begs the question: “to whom does the name Jesus give glory?” certainly not Yahweh as does the name Yahshua. The more serious question should be asked of ourselves “whom do WE serve!” he “Salvation of Yahweh” or “Hail Zeus”? Are we “false disciples” who do not know the name of the true Messiah and are lawless? Or are we obedient to the “intent” of the name of the Messiah and Laws of YHVH?

If there is truly one name by which we are saved, Satan through his false church has successfully changed it to another name in the hearts and minds of the masses. Craftily over time making slight modifications to the true name through slight changes, vowel disseminations, and transliterations from Hebrew to Latin to Greek to Middle English to Modern English. Then in the name “Jesus” we (not God or the Messiah) abolished The Law and changed the ordained times and Sabbaths. It would be to our best interest to simply use Yahshua, the proper English translation of the Hebrew name not Jesus.
So Yahshua is English for the Hebrew name of the Messiah (anointed King of Israel) and Jesus is the name of the Greek “good man” or Chistos. It is that simple. But what does “Iesous” mean in Greek. It has no meaning in Hebrew; as it is not a Hebrew word. In Greek, “Iesous” literally translated means “Hail Zeus”.

“It is known that the Greek name endings with sus, seus, and sous were attached by the Greeks to names and geographical areas as means to give honor to their supreme deity, Zeus.” (Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend)

"In the 1611 KJ New Testament the name Yahshua appeared originally wherever the Messiah was spoken of. Yahshua means “Yahweh is Salvation”. Later the Messiah's name was replaced with Iesus (Greek) which later in the 1600's it became Jesus starting with the new English letter "J" which was introduced at that time. Further, the Greek "Iesus" comes from the name Zeus, the ruling God in the Greek pantheon." - Gospel of The Kingdom True Names and Title Dr. Henry Clifford Kinley 1931 - Ohio US A

Transliteration of Yahshua into Jesus

We see in historical documents that the name “Jesus” did not even come into existence until the 1600’s when the letter “J” was introduced into our English language. So the name “Jesus” is only around 400 years old!

Constantine believed himself to be re-incarnated Apollo (the son of Zeus). And he remade the Messiah in his own image then elevated that “image of the false messiah” in the name “Jesus” as god to be worshipped.

As I stated earlier in this chapter we are going to “reverse engineer” this name “Jesus” and when we do it traces directly back to Babylon no matter how we look at it. But what would happen if we look at the name “Jesus” as a compound English name composes (as English words are) of the Latin prefix and suffix? The prefix e s “Je” and “sus”. We must look at it that way because the true name of the Messiah was a compound name YAH (Yahweh) (ye) SHUA (salvation) in Hebrew.

Supposedly “Jesus” comes from the name of the Messiah so if we break it into it component parts what does it say about “Jesus” in English. Does it identify The Passover Lamb sacrifice of YHWH or an abominable sacrifice of a pig? Does it begin to bring into focus the exact same sacrifice of The Ishtar Pig (Easter) which is the unquestioned “sacrifice” of the false religion of Christianity as well as Babylon? Let’s look at the prefix “Je” and suffix “sus” in the English dictionary.

When considering the prefix we find that “Je” is another form of “Ge” derived from the Latin/Greek word for “earth”. GE/JE is a short form of Gaia or Jee which is the “mother earth” or Roman goddess Tellus! The suffix “sus” comes from the Latin word for “pig” sous. “Sous” in Latin means pig this is where we get the pig call
“soooouuuuiii” . So in English if we examine the name Jesus as a compound name it means literally “earthly pig” or “pig of Tellus/Goddess Mother Earth” . It in no way implies or means Yahweh is Salvation. Shocking ... I know

“Jesus” literally means the Ishtar Pig. We now are coming closer to the false messiah’s sacrifice on Easter to the goddess Ishtar (a pig) in replace of The Passover Lamb. That is why we eat ham on Easter because a pig killed Ishtar’s son Tammuz later called Apollo/Hesus/Horus/Krishna then Jesus . We are taught that anyone obedient to the dietary laws of YHVH are not true Christians. So to PROVE our total lawlessness in the eyes of YHVH... we actually eat the most unclean abominable animal that is not even “food” on Ishtar day!

The most abominable animal to YHVH in His Word (a pig), we eat it in defiance to a pagan god and then disobey Passover. Those who commit such an abominable sacrifice in their heart on Easter and are disobedient to The Passover are not true sons of YHVH. I will prove this next when we look at “how” and “why” Passover was changed to “Ishtar /Easter ” and a pig sacrificed (eaten) instead of a lamb on Passover as YHVH instructed and Yahshua confirmed. Passover is an EVERLASTING ordinance of the Living God, YHVH.

EASTER

The religion created in Babylon by Nimrod and Semiramis where the people had to pay money to come into the temple to sacrifice their babies at the Winter Solstice (December 21st - 25th). Then kill and eat a pig and sacrifice babies and dip eggs in their blood and make the sign of Tammuz (cross) on those eggs on “Easter Sunrise Services,” at the spring or Vernal Equinox (March 21st - 25th). A practice continued today:

Every year on March 25th & December 25th, there would be wild drunken parties and orgies where virgins were impregnated by pagan priests. Since there are 9 months to a pregnancy, and there are also 9 months between March 25th and December 25th, the pagan priests of Ba’al (the Lord) would impregnate these virgins on Ishtar/ Easter Sun god Day to commemorate the impregnation of Semiramis (Ishtar/Easter) with Tammuz , and then by December 25th when these infants were newly born, they would then offer up these new born babies on the altar to “Moloch” (Nimrod) on December 25th.

Easter celebrated by pagan Babylon. Then a few months later on Ishtar/ Easter “Sun - day” they would offer up more infant s to the goddess named “Easter” or “Ishtar” the moon goddess Semiramis. These rituals were continued in Rome and continued today as fundamental to Christianity for a reason (it is the newly repackaged version of The Mystery Religion of Babylon).

The true sons of YHVH keep Passover as Yahshua and Y HVH both commanded us . The Sumerian goddess Inanna, or Ishtar, was hung naked on a stake, and was subsequently resurrected and ascended from the underworld. One of the oldest resurrection myths is Egyptian Horus. Born on 25 December, Horus and his damaged eye became symbols of life and rebirth.

In our “Christian Nation” we take pride “In God We Trust” on our currency. Yet that “god” is not YHVH, the “god” this country was founded on was in fact Horus and the “Eye of Horus” adorns the back of the dollar bill. Horus is another name for Tammuz the second member of the Babylonian Trinity. “Jesus” too is just another name for Tammuz/Horus. “Horus” is what the middle initial of Jesus stands for in “Jesus H. Christ”.

Mithras was born on what we now call Christmas day, and his followers celebrated the spring equinox. Even as late as the 4th century AD, The Cult of Sol Invictus, associated with Mithras, was the last great pagan cult the church had to assimilate. Dionysus was a divine child, resurrected by his grandmother. Dionysus also brought his
mother, Semele, back to life. All these were overcome through Syncretism. They were simply assimilated into one ... Jesus H. Christ.

In an ironic twist, the Cybele cult flourished on today’s Vatican Hill. Cybele’s love Attis, was born of a virgin, died and was reborn annually. This spring festival began as a day of blood on Black Friday, rising to a crescendo after two days, in rejoicing over the resurrection (Good Friday/Easter Sunday).

There was violent conflict on Vatican Hill in the early days of Christianity between the Jesus worshippers and worshippers of other pagan gods who quarreled over whose God was the true, and whose was the imitation. What is interesting to note here is that in the ancient world, wherever you had popular resurrected god myths, Christianity found lots of converts.

So, eventually Christianity came to an accommodation with the pagan Spring pagan festival. Although we see no celebration of Easter in the New Testament, early church fathers celebrated it, and today many churches are offering “sunrise services” at Easter – an obvious pagan solar celebration. The date of Easter is not fixed, but instead is governed by the phases of the moon – (The pagan roots of Easter, Heather McDougall, guardian.co.uk, 3 April 2010)

Council of Nicaea attempts to standardize Easter. It was the Council of Nicaea, where the Roman Catholic Christian Church emerged full blown pagan (and where Protestant Churches derive all their basic pagan doctrines). It was at this abominable council the foundation of every Christian’s belief (Nicean Creed) and many abominations originated. In that council, the Passover was changed to Easter/Ishtar.

Most notably, the true sacrifice of the Lamb was changed to the most abominable sacrifice of all... the pig. In 325 A.D., the First Council of Nicaea came to a decision that the Church as a whole should use a unified system, which was the Roman one already in existence not The Hebrew scriptures. We already know that every “bishop” was a pagan priest who worshipped many gods and that their “canons” were nothing more than meaningless rambles, fables, and legends of pagan gods. We see below that all these pagan religions ALREADY observed Easter. To standardize “God’s most holy day” they chose the pagan celebration of Easter of the commandments of Yahshua and YHVH regarding Passover:

A Sunday date was selected for Sol Invictus, instead of Nisan 14 established by YHVH (which can fall on any day of the week). The pagan Greeks did in fact receive “another Messiah” other than the Jewish Messiah Yahshua as they so plainly state as the “spirit of the anti-messiah” grew ever stronger. They received yet “another way” from their “savior” than THE WAY exampled by Yahshua.

They literally changed the proper sacrifice of The Passover Lamb of YHVH (Yahshua) for a pagan “most holy day” of the abominable pig sacrifice of Ishtar, they named “Jesus” or “Earthly Pig”. Truly “they” the Christian Church has nothing in common with the Jewish Messiah Yahshua: Below is a direct quote attributed to the Roman Emperor Constantine AFTER he created Christianity... in a continued effort to blame the execution of Yahshua on “the Jews” when Yahshua was executed by ROMAN DECREE!

Eusebius’ Life of Constantine, Book 3 chapter 18 records Constantine the Great as writing: "... it appeared an unworthy thing that in the celebration of this most holy feast we should follow the practice of the Jews, who have impiously defiled their hands with enormous sin, and are, therefore, deservedly afflicted with blindness of soul. ... Let us then have nothing in common with the detestable Jewish crowd; for we have received from our Saviour a different way."
That is exactly right; a “different way” is represented by “Jesus” than is taught by Yahshua in The Bible. We have received “another messiah and another way” in Christianity.

Rome’s worship of the Babylonian Semiramis/Ishtar and Sungod Baal/Nimrod triumphed over YHVH’s Law and the Truth became a heresy and the Lie became LAW. Instead of the 14th of Nisan as commanded by YHVH, the “most holy day” of the Christian Church was set to the first Sungod Day service after the first vernal full moon... the exact same day set by the Babylonian Queen Semiramis called Ishtar Day or Easter in celebration of the death and supposed resurrection of Tammuz now called “Jesus”.

Openly admitting the “reason” was opposition to Judaism which was nothing more than the defined Spirit of the Antichrist defined in Daniel as “changing the ordained times and laws of YHVH”. The Christian Church fulfilled this prophecy in detail. The Passover of YHVH actually became heresy to the false Church of Rome and all Protestant Churches in the name of their god “Jesus”:

**THE SABBATH**

When addressing the issue of the Sabbath vs. Sunday, we must always keep in the forefront of our minds that the Roman Empire’s religion before, during and even after the Roman Emperor Constantine was Sol Invictus (the worship of the invincible sun which began in Babylon). Constantine founded Christianity on a purely political bases to stabilize his empire and unit pagan religions not because he became a follower of Yahshua and child of YHVH. Constantine never changed his religion; he just forced his sun worship upon the entire world.

The admission above is true, it was Satan’s “divine mission” to change the Sabbath to Sunday. Why? Because The Sabbath is the “sign” that you are truly a child of YHVH. Keeping The Sabbath is how you demonstrate you know YHVH:

Exodus 31:12 YHVH said to Moshe, 13 Tell the people of Isra’el, ‘ You are to observe my Shabbats; for this is a sign between me and you through all your generations; so that you will know that I am YHVH, who sets you apart for me. 17 It is a sign between me and the people of Isra’el forever; for in six days ADONAI made heaven and earth, but on the seventh day he stopped working and rested.’

Isaiah 66:22-24 "For as the new heavens and the new earth Which I will make shall remain before Me," says the Lord, "So shall your descendants and your name remain. And it shall come to pass That from one New Moon to another, And from one Sabbath to another, All flesh shall come to worship before Me," says the Lord. "And they shall go forth and look Upon the corpses of the men Who have transgressed against Me. For their worm does not die, And their fire is not quenched. They shall be an abhorrence to all flesh."

Where did Sunday Worship come from if not The Bible? Where did the Christian Church get Sunday worship? Not from The Bible it is nowhere to be found. Sunday worship came from Sol Invictus ("Invincible Sun") ; the official sun god of the later Roman Empire. In 274 the Roman emperor Aurelian made it an official cult alongside the traditional Roman cults. Sol Invictus was the favored god by emperors after Aurelian and appeared on their coins until Constantine. The last inscription referring to Sol Invictus dates to 387 AD.

Keep in mind, Constantine’s “conversion” was supposedly to have taken place much earlier than that. The Council of Nicaea and “birth” of Christianity took place in 325 AD some 50 years earlier than the last inscription on Constantine’s coins. His strictly legendary “conversion” supposedly took place earlier than the Council of Nicaea. What “conversion” actually took place 3 years prior to the Council of Nicaea and birth of the Christian religion? Constantine was converted to The Cult of Sol Invictus. The “new” convert Constantine actually remained deeply
com mitted to his sun god and was one of the few which incorporated the epithet invictus, such as the legend SOLI INVICTO COMITI, claiming the Unconquered Sun as a companion to the Emperor. This “commitment to the sun god” was used particular frequency by Constantine. Statuettes of Sol Invictus, carried by the standard - bearers, appear in three places in reliefs on the Arch of Constantine. Constantine’s official coinage continues to bear images of Sol until 325/6. A solius of Constantine as well as a gold medallion from his reign depict the Emperor’s bust in profile twinned (“jugate”) with Sol Invictus, with the legend INVICTUS CONSTANTINUS. It should be noted here, that his new god too was INVICTUS JESUS as are his followers to this day.

Constantine decreed (March 7, 321) dies Solis — day of the sun, "Sunday" — as the Roman day of rest just prior to the Council of Nicaea: “On the venerable day of the Sun let the magistrates and people residing in cities rest, and let all workshops be closed. In the country however persons engaged in agriculture may freely and lawfully continue their pursuits because it often happens that another day is not suitable for grain - sowing or vine planting; lest by neglecting the proper moment for such operations the bounty of heaven should be lost.”

Constantine’s triumphal arch was carefully positioned to align with the colossal statue of Sol by the Colosseum, so that Sol formed the dominant backdrop when seen from the direction of the main approach towards the arch.

Following the Council of Nicaea, the newly formed “Christian Church” held yet another “council” of paganism known as The Council of Laodicea to uphold the abomination of Sun god worship. In this council they literally declared the obedient followers of YHVH an “anathema of Christ” or rather “accursed by Chrestos” which may be true of their god “Jesus” but not the true Messiah Yahshua. Yahshua kept Sabbath, commanded we keep it, and was raised by YHVH on The Sabbath. In effect, they declared the True Messiah, a Jewish Rabbi and follower of The Torah, accursed as he was truly a Jewish Rabbi and Sabbath keeper:

_Christians must not judaize by resting on the Sabbath, but must work on that day, rather honouring the Lord’s Day; and, if they can, resting then as Christians. But if any shall be found to be judaizers, let them be anathema from Christ._ (Canon 29 [A.D. 360]). (The Church Council of Laodicea circa 364 CE)

Well, Yahshua the Messiah was by their definition “a judaizer” and there for accused by their god Jesus. It was the role of the new “priests of Sol” (formerly the priests of Mithra called “Fathers”) and the priestesses of Brigit called “Nuns” in the newly formed “Christian Church” to teach the masses now that Sungod Day was the “New Sabbath”. This was accomplished by teaching that the disciples of “Jesus” met together on the first day of the week. In their pagan calendars and reckoning of time, Sunday was the first day of the week and the day began at midnight. The ignorant masses were easily led astray.

The days in the Bible at the time of the Messiah began at sunset. So early “the first day” of the week Biblically was what we call Saturday night. The disciples were at home keeping The Sabbath, as commanded by YHVH and obediently kept by Yahshua, from sunset Friday to sunset Saturday. They would then get together Saturday night to fellowship together once the sun set on The Sabbath and a new day began at dusk. When the sun rose on Sunday the first day of the week they were all at work it was a work day. They didn’t have “weekends” like we do today! Any truth seeking individual thinker and obedient son of YHVH would know this simple historical fact. Sunday “sunrise” morning worship is PAGAN dating back to Babylon.

Then the pagan priests in this “new” religion called Christianity would teach Good Friday as the day their “Christ” was crucified on the cross of Tammuz. When in reality the Messiah was impaled on a stake. They would then teach their “Christ” was resurrected on Ishtar Sungod Day what we now call Easter. This was their “justification” for literally abolishing the only Holy Day kept by God (YHVH) Himself, the Sabbath Day. These pagan priests used lies by changing the “times” of YHVH in how you calculate a “day”, lies to justify a “cross” and lies to justify Good -
Friday/ Easter. The Catholic (Mother of Christianity) Church then literally re - wrote the 10 Commandments eliminating the 4th Commandment to keep the Sabbath Day Holy.

In the 5th century, Socrates Scholasticus Church History book 5 states the fact that until Constantine imposed Dies Solis (Sungod Day) on humanity, most assemblies and believers across the world at that time still kept The Sabbath even as late as 5 centuries later after Yahshua! He clearly knew that this “Sunday” worship was based in Rome on “the account of some ancient tradition”!

"Nor is there less variation in regard to religious assemblies. For although almost all churches throughout the world celebrate the sacred mysteries on the Sabbath of every week, yet the Christians of Alexandria and at Rome, on account of some ancient tradition, have ceased to do this."

The reader of this book should now know exactly what “ancient tradition” he was referring to; sun god worship originating in ancient Babylon. Evidence of this blasphemous move by a pagan Roman Church called “Christianity” is plentiful in history if we simply love YHVH enough to question it.

Westminster Confession of Faith, Chapter 21, "Of Religious Worship, and the Sabbath Day". Section 7 - 8 reads: As it is the law of nature, that, in general, a due proportion of time be set apart for the worship of God; so, in his Word, by a positive, moral, and perpetual commandment binding all men in all ages, he hath particularly appointed one day in seven , for a Sabbath, to be kept holy unto him: which, from the beginning of the world to the resurrection of Christ, was the last day of the week; and, from the resurrection of Christ, was changed into the first day of the week, which, in Scripture, is called the Lord’s day, and is to be continued to the end of the world, as the Christian Sabbath.

No. YHVH did not set aside “one day in Seven” he set aside THE 7th Day ! The above is an unscriptural pagan lie. This trickery and slight of hand and wordsmithing is notorious in the Christian Church. “ Christian Sabbath” is a man - made term not found in Scripture or taught by anyone until 5th century. Only by circular reasoning can this statement be made – (i.e. the Lord’s Day must mean Sunday since that is the day Jesus rose from the grave.) – which in fact Yahshua was not raised on Sunday at all! He was raised 3 days and 3 nights after the Passover when he was killed. That resurrection day is The Sabbath!

The first “lie” is that Yahshua rose on Sunday when in fact he was risen on The Sabbath! Yahshua rose on the 7th Day. This “Lord’s Day” or more accurately “Day of the Lord” in scripture actually says “Day of YHVH” and refers to the END OF DAYS – NOT SUNDAY - See Amos 5:18, Joel 2:31, 1Thes. 5:2.

The Apostle John in Revelation uses this term. His entire letter is describing the end of days, end time events. He wasn’t saying, “let’s see, I think it was on Sunday that I had this vision”. No, he was saying, “I have been a witness of future events on the Day of YHVH” – referring to judgment. Change the name YHVH to “the LORD”, give that same title to the Messiah, call him “Jesus” then twist the reckoning of time and scriptures, and only then can you arrive at Sunday being “The Lord’s Day ‘. Oh how easily we are misled and how very easily we put up with it!

YHVH raised Yahshua from the grave on The Sabbath The Messiah was impaled on a stake on The Passover, a Wednesday, and rose from the grave on The Sabbath exactly 3 days/nights later. This false Messiah named “Jesus” is proven false by the very fact that Friday night (supposed time of Jesus crucifixion) to Sunday morning (supposed time of his resurrection) is only a day and a half!

Jesus is therefore a FALSE PROPHET because he specifically stated he would be in the grave 3 days AND 3 nights. There is no logic known to man that can get 3 days and 3 nights from Friday evening to Sunday morning. Are we
so ignorant and uneducated that we cannot even count to 3? Or have we “willingly” become so? This one fact alone disqualifies the Roman demi-god “Jesus H. Christ” from being the true Messiah of Israel. The Catholic Church (Christianity) even admits this abomination. Calling the Sabbath of YHVH a “Jewish Sabbath”, the very sign between YHVH and His chosen Elect and the 4th Commandment of God, they admit literally changing The Law of God on the authority of the False Christian Church alone. Basically “we keep Sunday because we keep Sunday we don’t care what the Bible says or YHVH Commanded or what day Yahshua taught in The Temple or what day he was resurrected”. This is our only defense and reason for keeping Sunday because no justification for Sunday worship is true. History clearly shows the Sabbath was changed by a sun worshiping pagan emperor then forced on an uneducated realm by law then by death:

"The Church, on the other hand, after changing the day of rest from the Jewish Sabbath, or seventh day of the week, to the first, made the Third (fourth) Commandment refer to Sunday as the day to be kept holy as the Lord's Day." The Catholic Encyclopedia Topic: Ten Commandments, 2nd paragraph

"We have made the change from the seventh day to the first day, from Saturday to Sunday, on the authority of the one holy, catholic, apostolic church of Christ." -- Episcopalian Bishop Seymour said in "Why We Keep Sunday."

Never did YHVH give mankind such authority to rewrite His Law. The Messiah Yahshua never assumed such authority. The pagan Popes of Rome even go so far as to claim YHVH’s most Holy Sabbath as an “exsecration” or “curse”!

Sylvester I (314 - 337 A.D.) was the pope during the reign of Constantine. Here is what he thought of the Bible Sabbath: "If every Sunday is to be observed joyfully by the Christians on account of the resurrection, then every Sabbath on account of the burial is to be execration [loathing or cursing] of the Jews." -- quoted by S. R. E. Humbert, Adversus Graecorum calumnias 6, in Patrologie Cursus Completus, Series Latina, ed. J.P. Migne, 1844, p. 143.

Yahshua was neither buried on Friday nor was he resurrected on Sunday. He was buried on Passover a Wednesday and raised on The Sabbath. Again it is openly admitted that the 7th Day Sabbath is the ONLY Holy Day in scripture and was changed to accommodate the pagan sun worshippers of their day:

"At this time in early church history it was necessary for the church to either adopt the Gentiles’ day or else have the Gentiles change their day. To change the Gentiles’ day would have been an offense and a stumbling block to them. The church could naturally reach the m better by keeping their day." -- William Frederick, Three Prophetic Days, pp. 169 - 170.

That’s right; to assimilate pagans into this new false religion the decision was made to “keep THEIR pagan day”. Even the Pope admits as much, if you follow YHVH you will keep The Sabbath, if you follow him you will keep Dies Solis (the day of the Sun god) as it is his “divine right” given him by the Sun deity to change the ordinances of YHVH:

"The Pope has the power to change times, to abrogate (abolish) laws, and to dispense with all things, even the precepts of Christ." The Pope has the authority and often exercised it, to dispense with the command of Christ. - Decretal, de Tranlatic Episcop. Cap. (The Pope can modify divine law.) Ferraris' Ecclesiastical Dictionary.

Make no mistake if you are Christian and do not keep the Sabbath IT IS BY PAPAL DECREE! The false Church of Rome known today as Christianity (even its Protestants off - shoots are guilty) imposed this “false” Church upon
humanity at the cost of literally murdering over 100,000,000 (100 Million) people or as the Bible says “dripping with the blood of the Saints”

"That the Church of Rome has shed more innocent blood than any other institution that has ever existed among mankind, will be questioned by no Protestant who has a competent knowledge of history . . . It is impossible to form a complete conception of the multitude of her victims, and it is quite certain that no powers of imagination can adequately realize their sufferings." -- W. E. H. Lecky, History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe, vol. 2, p. 32, 1910 edition. (An excellent though lengthy article describing in detail the right of the Roman Catholic Church to do this, will be found in The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 12, p. 266.)

"For professing faith contrary to the teachings of the Church of Rome, history records the martyrdom of more then one hundred million people. A million Waldenses and Albigenses [Swiss and French Protestants] perished during a crusade proclaimed by Pope Innocent III in 1208. Beginning from the establishment of the Jesuits in 1540 to 1580, nine hundred thousand were destroyed. One hundred and fifty thousand perished by the Inquisition in thirty years. Within the space of thirty - eight years after the edict of Charles V against the Protestants, fifty thousand persons were hanged, beheaded, or burned alive for heresy. Eighteen thousand more perished during the administration of the Duke of Alva in five and a half years." -- Brief Bible Readings, p. 16

“The Whore of Babylon” literally is drenched in the blood of the saints of YHVH who would not bow to this paganism. Humanity has been conditioned by threat of death from the Inquisitions on through 2,000 years of murder and bloodshed to blindly obey. That includes YOU! Try questioning Sunday worship some day to your family, friends, preacher, etc. and ask them why we all are disobedient to the ONLY Holy Day kept by God Himself and the Messiah and every man in the Bible and the real church for 500 years after Yahshua came ... The Sabbath.

CHRISTMAS

It should be obvious to any student of The Bible or even any casual reader that “Christmas” was never mentioned by Yahshua, his disciples, or the Apostles or anywhere in The Bible at all. It is commonly knowledge among scholars that the date of December 25th for Christmas was selected in order to correspond with the Roman festival of Dies Natalis Solis Invicti, or "Birthday of Sol Invictus" the Sun.

This should come as no surprise as “Christianity” as a whole, all its fundamental doctrines, and every “holiday” is founded in ancient Babylon’s worship of the Sun. The Philocalian calendar of 354 AD gives a festival of "Natalis Invicti" on 25 December curiously not soon after The Council of Nicaea. There is limited evidence that this festival was celebrated before the mid 4th century AD. No evidence it was celebrated by anyone in The Bible.

Sun worship is overwhelmingly obvious in Christian History. In the 5th century, Pope Leo I (the Great) spoke of how the celebration of Christ's birth (Jesus birth not Yahshua’s) coincided with the sun’s position increasing in the sky in several sermons on the Feast of the Nativity. Here is an excerpt from his 26th sermon:

But this Nativity which is to be adored in heaven and on earth is suggested to us by no day more than this when, with the early light still shedding its rays on nature, there is borne in upon our senses the brightness of this wondrous mystery.

That sounds word for word what the Babylonian Queen Ishtar said! According to the 1967 New Catholic Encyclopedia, a standard library reference, in an article on Constantine the Great:
Besides, the Sol Invictus had been adopted by the Christians in a Christian sense, as demonstrated in the Christ as Apollo-Helios in a mausoleum (c. 250) discovered beneath St. Peter's in the Vatican.Indeed "...from the beginning of the 3rd century "Sun of Justice" appears as a title of Christ".

A scribe annotated a manuscript of a work by Syrian bishop Jacob Bar - Salibi in the 12th century as follows:

"It was a custom of the Pagans to celebrate on the same 25 December the birthday of the Sun, at which they kindled lights in token of festivity. In these solemnities and revelries the Christians also took part. Accordingly when the doctors of the Church perceived that the Christians had a leaning to this festival, they took counsel and resolved that the true Nativity should be solemnised on that day."

What more evidence do we need?

When was Yahshua born?

Now that we have demonstrated the pagan festival roots of Christian “holidays” especially Christmas, let us explore exactly when the Messiah was actually born. When we do we find that the Ordained Times/Feast Cycle outlined by YHVH proves to be true in telling His Plan of Salvation through The Messiah:

• The Feast of Passover was a shadow of the Messiah’s sacrifice,
• The Sabbath his resurrection,
• The Feast of First Fruits his offering of those who rose from the grave on Passover when he was executed,
• The Feast of Pentecost/Shavuot his sending of the Spirit of YHVH, writing the Law on our Hearts not abolishing it,
• The Feast of Trumpets his return,
• The Day of Atonement his liberating and atoning for creation,
• The Feast of Sukkoth his birth and then the beginning of his kingdom on Earth for a 1,000 years.

These “Appointed Times” were identified by the Apostle Paul as “shadows of things to come” concerning Yahshua the Messiah. Or physical rehearsals of the actual future fulfillment of The Plan of YHVH through His Messiah Yahshua. There was no “ordained time” called Mo’edim in Hebrew for a feast during the month of December. Not one.

The Messiah was born during the Feast of Sukkoth or Tabernacles. The truth in The Bible and historical facts prove Yahshua was born during Sukkoth (beginning of Fall) not December. The Christian Church is in complete darkness to every aspect of YHVH’s Plan of Salvation as the false religion has literally robbed those who follow it of vital truths found in His Ordained Times/Holy Days.

If we were obedient to YHVH’s Law and kept His Feasts as commanded, we would never have been misled by the false messiah Hesus Horus Krishna aka Jesus H. Christ. We would never have committed such abominations as Christmas, Good-Friday, Easter, and Sunday worship. We would have recognized immediately that the “image” of Jesus H. Christ is The Trinity/Sunday/Easter/Pig and known right away it was an abomination to YHVH in name/deed/rituals.
Let's look at the Biblical and Historical evidence surrounding the birth of the Messiah that prove that YHVH’s Feast Cycle was truly a “shadow” of the coming Messiah.

- Shepherds do not "abide in the fields" in December with their sheep in Israel, not 2,000 years ago and not now. It is well known that shepherds stay in shelters starting in November, with the arrival of the rainy season.

- If you know what the Star of Bethlehem is (Jupiter) then you know when the Nativity was. The Magi told Herod "the time the star appeared" and Herod killed infants two years and under in response. That means the Magi were tracking the "king's star" for two years, because Herod didn't stop from killing his own children and his favorite wife, per Josephus. In fact, Josephus says that Augustus Caesar himself remarked that he would rather be one of Herod’s dogs than one of his children. So for Herod to go back TWO YEARS and kill any of his own children going back TWO YEARS is proof the Magi had been seeking the Messiah for TWO YEARS. The only "star of kings" that Magi would have known was Jupiter. "Magi" refers to Zoroastrian priests from either Babylon or Persia (Iran or Iraq), both of which are EAST of Israel and both tracked a triple conjunction of Jupiter (the king’s planet) and Saturn (the savior planet for the Jews) in Aries (the zodiac sign for Syria and Israel in their mythology). Zoroastrians had a myth that their version of Messiah, called "Saoshyant" in their scriptures, would be born "in the west, in a foreign land." When the triple conjunction, along with a comet and other things, all began in 7 BCE, they knew they had to grab the incense and go. Jupiter even went behind the sun and "died" - was invisible, for more than a year. It emerged triumphantly from behind the sun in mid 6 BCE and tracked west for 4 months, pausing over Bethlehem on or about Sept. in about 5 BCE.

- As if that isn’t compelling enough, remember Luke tells us Zechariah, John the Baptist’s father, served 15 months in the Temple before Messiah was born. Luke gives us the name of the course: Abijah (Luke 1:5). Guess what? We know when Abijah served during this time, and when we add 15 months it comes again to Sept, 5 BCE.

- Likewise we can date the first census of Qurinius as well, as Romans counted folks every 14 years and people in Egypt - like Joseph and Mary - were forced to return to their ANCESTRAL HOMES to pay the tax. This is verified in the Bible; it is not open to interpretation!

- Luke and John synch on the same year for the beginning of Messiah’s ministry. How do we know that? Forty-six years from the beginning of Herod’s temple and the 15th year of Tiberius bring us to the same year. Co-regencies were counted as part of Roman rule, so Tiberius co-ruled with Augustus starting in 12 CE. Josephus says Herod began building the Temple in 19 BCE. Then Luke says Y’shua was "about 30" when he began his ministry. By this clock, he would be 30 years exactly and a few months.

- There were no “rooms in the inn” actually tell us a lot as well. One time a year during the Fall Feasts all of Israel had to travel to Jerusalem to make sacrifices on The Day of Atonement. Bethlehem is a “suburb” of Jerusalem and the city of Jerusalem would fill up with travelers from across the land. People would then stay in the surrounding town if there was room. This was what is recorded in the Gospels. That is “why” Joseph and Mary were in Bethlehem to begin with and “why” there was no room in the Inn. The Roman census was conducted over a period of 3 - 5 years, not all on one day. So Jews came and went through Jerusalem to pay taxes over a period of 3 - 5 years, there was never 1 single day when all the Jews gathered to pay taxes.

- The “manger” scene is also a telling piece of evidence. The Feast of Tabernacles or “Sukkoth” follows The Day of Atonement. During this time, all of Israel after visiting the Temple would pitch their “Sukkot” or “tent” and celebrate the week long festival. When Joseph and Mary could not find “room in the inn”, they stayed in their Sukkot they had brought with them. It was not a “manger” with animals it was their Sukkot and their own animals
traveling with them. But again, our lack of knowledge concerning the Hebrew Roots of the True Faith is severely lacking so we are easily led astray.

Recently to High Priest of Dagon (the Pope) even admitted their entire pagan calendar is off due to the real birth date of the Messiah being years prior to what they teach: Source: Pope Says Christian Calendar Based on Miscalculation http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2012/11/pope-says-christian-calendar-based-on-miscalculation/

Jesus was born earlier than previously believed, meaning the Christian calendar based on the year of his birth is off by several years, the Pope argues in his new book.

The book, “Jesus of Nazareth: The Infancy Narratives,” is on sale now around the world with an initial printing of 1 million copies. In it, the head of the Catholic Church asserts that the Christian calendar is based on a miscalculation because Jesus was born sometime between 7 B.C. and 2 B.C., the Telegraph reported.

“The calculation of the beginning of our calendar – based on the birth of Jesus – was made by Dionysius Exiguus, who made a mistake in his calculations by several years,” Pope Benedict XVI writes. “The actual date of Jesus’ birth was several years before.”

CONCLUSION

Christianity derives every major doctrine not from The Bible, not from The Messiah, not from the prophets and apostles but from Papal Decree or Catholic Councils.

Deceptive philosophies and human tradition given to the Christian Church directly from the Roman Catholic Church who received them from Babylon:

Colossians 2:8 See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition...

The fact that every major doctrine of the Christian Church given to it by the Roman Catholic Church depends on the deceptive philosophy of human tradition could not be clearer to any true son of YHVH.

In conclusion, any church that adheres to any of the following doctrines is considered part of the false religion: Trinity/Jesus/Sunday/Easter/Christmas/No law.